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22 Intersections in Signal System 
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~74,000 Configurable Parameters 
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Signal Timing Process 















Approach for Assessing Corridor 
with GPS/Floating Car Data 










































































































































































Travel Time – Eastbound (2/03/2012)   TT= 18.6 mins 





























































































































































































Approach for Assessing Corridor 
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have to wait 
for next cycle 
Vehicles not making 

























Approach for Assessing Corridor 







High Resolution Controller Data 

















































time of day 



























Purdue Coordination Diagram (PCD) 











































































Purdue Coordination Diagram (PCD) 
Elements  and Construction of Multiple Cycles 
Austin Ave. EB PCD 
Control Delay 
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Austin Ave. EB PCD 
Segmentation Due to Adjacent System 
Segmented
? 
Austin Ave. EB PCD 




















 Time Space Diagram 
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The cycle was 140s for all 




Varied by intersection and 





Varied by intersection and 











Austin – Step 01 
Program 1 / Pattern 0 
PROGRAM 
Identifies start time a 
patterns. 
Austin – Step 01 
























3 Programs with 13 Steps 
Austin Ave. 
Weekly Program 







Austin Weekly Program 
Austin – Program 1 (Weekday) 
February 1 
Robin Hood – Program 1 (Weekday) 
February 1 
Robin Hood Austin 
Comparison of Weekday Programs 
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Austin EB PCD (coming from Adjacent System) – ADJUSTED 
13,835 Arrivals on Green 
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Austin EB PCD (coming from Adjacent System)BEFORE 
Monday, February 6, 2012 – 71.7 % on Green 
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Austin EB PCD (coming from Adjacent System) – Before/After 
February 6, 2012 (71.7 P.O.G) vs. February 13, 2012 (77.1 P.O.G) 
5.4 % more Vehicles arriving on green (1,706 more detections) 
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